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Abstract. Apopularapproachtohandlingconstraintsinsurrogate-basedoptimizationisthroughtheadditionofpenaltyfunctions
toaninﬁllsamplingcriterionthatseeksobjectiveimprovement. Typicalsamplingmetrics, suchasexpectedimprovementtendto
have multimodal landscapes and can be difﬁculttosearch. Whenthe problem istransformed usinga penaltyapproach the search
can become riddled with cliffs and further increases the complexity of the landscape. Here we avoid searching this aggregated
space by treating objective improvement and constraint satisfaction as separate goals, using multiobjective optimization. This
approach isused toenhance the efﬁciency and reliabilityof inﬁll sampling andshows some promising results. Further tothis, by
selecting model update points in close proximity to the constraint boundaries, the regions that are likely to contain the feasible
optimum can be better modelled. The resulting enhanced probability of feasibility is used to encourage the exploitation of
constraint boundaries.
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1. Introduction
The evaluationcost of objectivefunction(s) and anyconstraints is an important factor in anyoptimiza-
tion process. When function evaluations are considered to be ‘expensive’, surrogate (meta or response
surface)models can be usedto replace the original functions and thus allow further inexpensivefunction
evaluations. Localsurrogatesmay be used to cheaplycompute gradients or solutions basedon heuristics,
accelerating both gradient based and pattern search methods [1,6]. In evolutionary algorithms, either
local or global surrogates can be used to approximate objective and constraint ﬁtness [20]. Here we
consider methods analogous to the efﬁcient global optimization (EGO) algorithm, popularized by Jones
et al. [22].
There is a wide choice of surrogate models available, all with their respective advantages and disad-
vantages. A taxonomy of different models is provided by Jones et al. [21] and more recently by Forrester
and Keane [14]. Kriging is a popular method introduced to the ﬁeld of engineering by Sacks et al. [39].
By modelling the underlying function asar e a l i z a t i o no fas t o c h a s t i cp r o c e s s ,K r i g i n gf a c i l i t a t e st h e
estimation of model uncertainly, a characteristic useful in choosing model update points. Only Kriging
models have been considered in this paper, howeverthe different inﬁll criteria described are transferable
to other strategies that provide model uncertainty estimation, such as Gaussian Radial Basis Functions
as used by S´ obester et al. [44] and Regis and Shoemaker [38].
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Building a surrogate model commonly involves two stages. The ﬁrst stage occurs prior to having any
knowledgeof the designspaceand makes use of an initial sample basedon some Designof Experiments
(DoE) technique [25]. A surrogate model is then built based on true simulations from this initial sample.
The second stage extracts knowledge from the surrogate to ﬁnd areas for model reﬁnement referred
to as updating. These update points are selected via an inﬁll sampling criterion such as expected
improvement [22]. This second stage is repeated until a time limit, evaluation budget, convergence, or a
model accuracy is reached.
Itis verycommonandperhapsalmostalwaysthecasethatrealworld designoptimizationproblemsare
subject to a number of constraints. Although there has been extensive research into surrogate modelling
and efﬁcient inﬁll sampling criteria over the last two decades, there has been relatively little emphasis
on dealing with constraints considering how often they arise in practise.
Here constrained problems are considered where both the objective and constraint functions are
assumed expensive to evaluate, and therefore replaced with surrogate models. A popular approach to
handling constraints is through the addition of a penalty function to an inﬁll sampling criterion that seeks
objective improvement. The penalty is applied if any constraint surrogate predicts a violation. This
approach relies on accurately modelled constraint functions for the penalty to be correctly applied. In
caseswherethe constraintfunctionsare well modelledandare lesscomplexthan theobjectivefunctions,
using a simple penalty function can perform well [30], howeveras the number of constraints increase or
become more complex, using a penalty function naively exploits the surrogates and no attempt is made
to directly improve the constraint approximations.
Parr et al. [30] provide a review of inﬁll sampling criteria for constrained problems, showing a proba-
bilistic approachto constrainthandling outperformsthe penalty approachon a numberof problems. This
probabilistic approach,originally suggestedby Schonlau[42] uses the producto fe x p ect edi m p r o v em en t
of the objective and the probability of feasibility of the constraints. The method gradually drives the
inﬁll criterion towards zero in the transition from feasible to infeasible regions, smoothing the sheer cliff
landscape produced by a simple penalty function.
In both the penalty and probabilistic approach, the constrained problem is transformed into an uncon-
strained one. This manipulation of the constrained problem may result in misrepresentation, a concern
considered by Audet et al. [4] and more recently by Regis [37]. Furthermore, using metrics such as
expected improvement tends to lead to a multimodal landscape which can in itself be difﬁcult to search.
When the problem is transformed using either the probabilistic or penalty approach the search can be-
come riddled with cliffs and thus further increases the difﬁculty of the search. This becomes even more
of an issue when dealing with multiple and complex constraints. Parr et al. [31] avoid searching the
aggregated space by treating objective improvement and constraint satisfaction as separate goals using
the formation of Pareto sets. This gives a ﬂexible choice of update points and encourages the selection
of multiple points which can be evaluated in parallel. Here we compare the efﬁciency and reliability of
single and multiobjective approaches, but ﬁrst we begin with a brief overview of Kriging.
2. Overview of Kriging
This overview of Kriging is based on the introduction provided by Jones [21]. Other publications
useful to the interested reader include Forrester et al. [15,16] and Sacks et al. [39].
To begin let the function prediction, ˆ f(x),b eu s e da sas u r r o g a t et ot h ee x p e n s i v ef u n c t i o nf(x).T h i s
surrogate is built using a set of inputs x(1),x(2),
...,x(n) and known outputs y = {y(1),y(2),...,y(n)}T.B e f o r e d e m o n s t r a t i n g h o w t h i s p r e d i c t i o n i s
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achievedusingKrigingit isnecessarytoviewourknownoutputs, y,a sb e i n gt h er e s u l t sf r o mas t o c h a s t i c
process,denoted Y = {Y (1),Y(2),...,Y(n)}T.T h i si n t r o d u c e su n c e r t a i n t yt ot h ek n o w no u t p u t sw h i c h
representsthefactthatwedonotknowthetrueoutputatmostsetsofinputs. Thisuncertaintyis modelled
by saying that the value of the function at x is like the realization of a random variable Y (x) that is
normally distributed with mean µ and variance  2.
Assuming the function is smooth and continuous, two points x(i) and x(j) are close if ||x(i)   x(j)|| is
small and then Y (x(i)) and Y (x(j)) are likely to be highly correlated. As x(i) and x(j) move apart the
opposite is true. This is encapsulated in the correlation function,
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The reader should note that if x(i) = x(j) then the correlation is 1 and zero as ||x(i)   x(j)||    .T h e
parameters  l and pl are known as the hyperparameters, which must be estimated.
The covariance matrix is
Cov(Y,Y)= 2 , (2)
where Y is the vector of observed stochastic responses which has a mean of 1µ and   is the correlation
matrix for all the observed data,
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The distribution of   is dependent on the parameters µ,   and the hyperparameters   =
{ 1,  2,...,  d}T and p = {p1,p 2,...,p d}T.T h e s e p a r a m e t e r s a r e c h o s e n t o m a x i m i z e t h e l i k e l i -
hood of the observed data. Maximizing the likelihood identiﬁes parameters which model the function’s
behaviour consistently with the data seen. In practice it is simpler to maximize the natural log of the
likelihood function. Ignoring constant terms, this may be written as
ln(L)= 
n
2
ln( 2)  
1
2
ln(| |)  
(y   1µ)T  1(y   1µ)
2 2 . (4)
Expressions for the optimal values of µ and  2 can be found by taking the derivatives of Eq. (4) and
setting to zero, yielding
ˆ µ =
1T  1y
1T  11
, (5)
ˆ  2 =
(y   1ˆ µ)T  1(y   1ˆ µ)
n
. (6)
Substituting Eqs (5) and (6) into Eq. (4) gives the concentrated ln-likelihood function
ln(L)   
n
2
ln(ˆ  2)  
1
2
ln(| |). (7)
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The value of this function depends only on  ,a n dh e n c e ,o nt h eh y p e r p a r a m e t e r s  and p.F i n d i n g
optimal values for   and p is not simple and cannot generally be achieved through differentiation.
Moreover when there is little data, it turns out that ln(L) is highly multimodal. This problem requires a
direct numerical global optimization.
In order to make a prediction ˆ y at some new point x,i ti sa l s on e c e s s a r yt om a x i m i z et h el i k e l i h o o do f
this prediction. Suppose ˆ y is an estimated function value, the quality of this estimate can be evaluated
by adding ˆ y to the observed data, ˜ y = {y, ˆ y}T,a n dc o m p u t i n gt h ea u g m e n t e dl i k e l i h o o df u n c t i o n .
The augmented correlation matrix is given as
˜  =
 
   
 T 1
 
, (8)
where   is the vector of correlation between the observed data and the prediction,
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Using the optimum parameter values obtained, the augmented likelihood reﬂects how consistent the
estimate is with the observed pattern of variation. The best value for this estimate is therefore the value
of ˆ y that maximizes the augmented likelihood function. Recallingt h a t  contains our new sample point
x,t h eK r i g i n gp r e d i c t o rc a nt h u sb ee x p r e s s e da s
ˆ y(x)=ˆ µ +  T  1(y   1ˆ µ). (10)
This predictor is for an interpolating model. In the presence of noise this procedure can be ﬁltered
by including a regression constant  .T h e r e g r e s s i o n c o n s t a n t   is added to the leading diagonal of  
producing  + I,w h e r eI is the identity matrix. Using the same derivation as before, the regressing
Kriging prediction is given by
ˆ yr(x)=ˆ µr +  T(  +  I) 1(y   1ˆ µr), (11)
where
ˆ µr =
1T(  +  I) 1y
1T(  +  I) 11
. (12)
The regression constant   is treated as an additional hyperparameter and a suitable value found using
maximum likelihood estimation.
3. Inﬁll sampling criteria with constraint handling
3.1. Expected improvementw i t hp r o b a b i l i t yo ff e a s i b i l i t y
Using Kriging, or an alternative Gaussian process based model, permits the estimation of model
uncertainty. This feature is useful for the selection of update points where the inﬁll criterion can account
for those areas of the model that will beneﬁtf r o ms o m ei m p r o v e m e n t ,t h u sa d d i n ga ne l e m e n to f
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exploration. This is achieved through estimating the regions with a high probability of improvement.
The probability of improvement is given as
P[I(x)] =
1
ˆ s
 
2 
  0
  
e [I ˆ y(x)]2/(2ˆ s2)dI (13)
where I is a measure of improvement I = ymin   Y (x) and ˆ s2(x) is the predicted variance in the
prediction of the Gaussian process based model, given as
ˆ s2(x)= 2
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. (14)
The probability of improvement does not indicateh o wb i gt h ei m p r o v e m e n tm a yb e ,i to n l ys u g g e s t
areas where some improvementmay be made. The magnitude of improvementis exposedin the concept
know as expected improvement,
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(15)
where   and   are the probability distribution and probability density functions, respectively. ymin is
the minimum point sampled so far. In the presence of constraints this should be replaced with yminfeas
indicating the minimum feasible point sampled so far. This concept will guarantee global convergence
since an unsampled point will always indicate a predicted variance greater than zero. It results in a
positive value of expectedimprovement at all unsampled points even if the underlying function is poorly
modelled.
As t r a i g h t f o r w a r da p p r o a c ht oh a n d l i n gc o n s t r a i n t sc o n s i d e r st h ea d d i t i o no fas i m p l ep e n a l t yt ot h e
expected improvement criteria if any constraint surrogate predicts a violation, however an inaccurate
constraint model can cause a simple penalty function to be misleading. One way to better handle the
constraintsissuggestedbySchonlau[42]. Inhisapproachtheinﬁllcriteria usesaproductoftheexpected
improvement of the objective function and the probability of feasibility calculated from the constraint
functions,
E[I(x)   F(x)] = E[I(x)]P[F(x) >g limit].
The probability of feasibility is calculatedin the same manneras probability of improvement,however
this identiﬁes regions of feasibility, i.e. the probability the prediction will be greater or less than a
constraint limit. The probability of feasibility for a single constraint is given as
P[F(x)] =
1
ˆ s
 
2 
   
0
e [(G(x) glimit) ˆ g(x)]2/(2ˆ s2)dG, (16)
where g is the constraint function, glimit is the constraint limit and , G(x)   glimit is the measure of
feasibility.
This method will gradually drive the inﬁll criteria towards zero as the search transitions between
feasible and infeasible regions, adaptively softening the sheer cliff landscape produced by a one pass
penalty function. Figure 1 shows a comparison of this method against a penalty approach for a simple
product constraint applied to the Branin function (see Section 5.3). The contour lines show a smooth
transition between feasible and infeasible space.
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Fig. 1. Penalty and probabilistic constraint handling on the Branin function subject to a simple product constraint.   –s a m p l e
data. (a) Penalty approach E[I(x)]   P (b) Probabilistic approach E[I(x)   F(x)].
In cases where more than one constraint is applied, the total probability of feasibility is the product of
allindividualconstraintprobabilitiesoffeasibility. Forresteretal.[16]refertothismethodasconstrained
expected improvement.
For simple constraints this method is expected to offer little improvement over the one pass penalty
function. For more complicated constraints or deceptive constraint functions this inﬁll criterion will
judiciously balance exploration and exploitation without the use of arbitrary penalty functions.
3.2. Expected improvement versus probability of feasibility
Rather than transforming the constrained problem into an unconstrained one, an alternative is to treat
thetwopropertiesasindividualgoalsandexplicitlyconsidertrade-offsbetweenobjectivesandconstraints
using multiobjective optimization. This concept of treating the constraint as an objective is explored
in traditional optimization using ﬁlters [4,13] and in evolutionary algorithms using sub populations for
each constraint [8] or using nondominance to rank constraint violation [3,29,36]. Parr et al. [31] use
multiobjective optimization to better balance the measures of expected improvement and probability of
feasibility, forming a set of potential update points as a Pareto set.
Figure 2 showsan exampleof the two goals presentedas a Pareto front. In this ﬁgure it is obviousthat
anyincreasein expectedimprovementof the objectivewill be detrimental to the probability of feasibility
of the constraint. Conversely, any reduction in the probability of feasibility will give a smaller expected
improvement.
Constructing the Pareto set gives the designer a ﬂexible choice of update points. The designer may
make a weighted judgment depending on the complexity of the constraints and objective function, or
on problems with a higher evaluation budget the designer can choose multiple updates from the Pareto
set [31]. With the exception of Section 7, we only consider single update points in this paper. Since we
have a set of potential update points it is necessary to select only one. Here we choose the individual
point from the Pareto set with the maximum product of E[I(x)] and P[F(x)].I nt h i ss t u d yt h i sm e t h o d
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Fig. 2. Pareto front when maximizing both E[I(x)] and P[F(x)]:   –P a r e t os e t .
is referred by usingthe notation E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]. An importantnote here is that in the singleobjective
approach, E[I(x)   F(x)] can be considered as an unknown weighted sum of E[I(x)] and P[F(x)].
Intuitively, by searching E[I(x) F(x)] directly as a single objective the solution will be nondominated
andexpectedtoliesomewhereontheParetofront. Typicallyyouwouldexpectthissolutiontocorrespond
to the optimum point found using E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)] when we choose the point from the Pareto set with
maximum product of E[I(x)] and P[F(x)],h o w e v e rw h e nt h ea g g r e g a t i o nc a u s e st h el a n d s c a p et ob e
severe and complex, treating the problem as a multiobjective one can achieve better solutions. This is
ac o m m o n l yo b s e r v e dp h e n o m e n o n[ 9 , 4 7 ]a n ds e v e r a la u t h o r sh a v ee v e nr e f o r m u l a t e ds i n g l eo b j e c t i v e
problems so they can be solved using multiobjective methods [19,24,27].
To clarify this argument Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the two approaches on the Branin function
subject to a complex constraint (see Section 5.3). This ﬁgure is drawn after a number of updates so the
feasible regions and areas of good objective values have already been identiﬁed. As hinted earlier the
searchspacefortheexpectedimprovementandprobabilityoffeasibilitycanbefarfromsimpleandwhen
combined as a single objective, E[I(x)   F(x)],t h es e a r c hs p a c ei sc o m p l e xw i t hs e v e r a ll o c a lo p t i m a
and cliffs bounding the regions of feasibility. The global maximum of E[I(x)   F(x)] is then very
difﬁcultto ﬁnd, situatedontop ofasmall peakwith steepedges,Fig. 3(c). Thesingle objectiveapproach
usesahybridsearchofa5000 evaluationgenetic algorithm (GA) [18] and a 5000 evaluationdynamic hill
climb (DHC) [48]. The multiobjective method uses a standard implementation of NSGA-II [11]. Both
these algorithms are run with population size of 100 with 10000 total evaluations. Figure 3(d) shows the
maximum E[I(x)   F(x)] identiﬁed using each method. The single objective search does not ﬁnd the
globalsolution. Perhapsthisisasexpectedsincetheglobaloptimumliesinaveryseverelocation. Using
E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)],t h ep r o b l e mi sa p p r o a c h e di nad i f f e r e n tm a n n e ra n dt h es e a r c hc a nt a k ed i f f e r e n t
directions which are otherwise limited by the complex E[I(x)   F(x)] design space. NSGA-II ﬁnds a
set of solutions clustered in different areas of the design space and selecting the solution with the largest
product of E[I(x)] and P[F(x)] corresponds to the global solution.
It is important to note that when using E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)],f u r t h e rc o n s t r a i n t sw i l la d da d d i t i o n a l
probability of feasibility objectives, increasing the dimensionality of the Pareto front. Multiobjective
problemswith more than four objectivesare classiﬁedas a many-objectiveoptimization problem andare
inherently difﬁcult to solve [23,33,43]. In problems with more than a few constraints, the probability of
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Fig. 3. Comparative search on the Branin function subject to a complex constraint.   –s a m p l ed a t a . ( a )L o g E[I(x)].( b )
P[F(x)].( c )L o g E[I(x)   F(x)] search space. + –g l o b a lo p t i m u m .( d )O p t i m u ml o c a t i o n sf o u n du s i n g  –s i n g l eo b j e c t i v e
E[I(x)   F(x)] search,   – E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)] multiobjective search.   – E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)] Pareto set.
feasibility of each constraint can be multiplied together denoted as E[I(x)]vs
 
P[F(x)].T h i sr e d u c e s
the problem to two objectives, one for the objective improvement and the other for the satisfaction of all
constraints.
4. Enhanced constraint handling
In particular problems a designer may need to ﬁnd a design with a certain level of improvement or
seek a design that achieves a speciﬁcr e s p o n s er a t h e rt h a nﬁnding the global optimum. In traditional
optimization methods, it is common to treat any active inequality constraints as equality constraints and
inactive constraintsare ignored [35]. Keepingthese points in mind, it becomessensibleto only construct
surrogate models for the active constraints and attempt to reduce the prediction error explicitly along the
constraint boundaries. As long as the region of the global optimum has been identiﬁed, large errors in
the constraint approximation away from the constraint boundary become unimportant.
Jones [21] considers the likelihood that an objective function value or goal ‘could’ exist at a given
level. Convergence towards this goal can be achieved by basing an inﬁll criterion on the maximum
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conditional likelihood, known as goal-seeking [16]. Ranjan and Bingham [34] provide an extension
to the expected improvement criterion for contour estimation. This criterion balances exploitation of
ar e g i o ns u r r o u n d i n gac o n t o u ra n de x p l o i t a t i o no ft h ed e s i g ns p a c ei na r e a so fh i g hu n c e r t a i n t y . I na
similar manner, Pichenyet al. [32] describe an inﬁll criterion based on the integrated mean squared error
criterion that encourages updates in the vicinity of a boundary, commenting on its potential application
to constraint handling.
Bichon et al. [5] introduce a formulation of expected feasibility. This provides an indication of how
well a response is expected to satisfy an equality constraint. Here we investigate a similar formulation
to enhance the probability of feasibility criterion.
The probability of feasibility has been demonstrated to be a favourable method when dealing with
constraints in surrogate based optimization [30]. The standard formulation, Eq. (16), identiﬁes regions
of feasibility, i.e. the probability the prediction will be greater than a constraint limit. If all inactive
constraints are ignored the remaining constraints can be treated as equality constraints and the accuracy
of the model away from the constraint boundary becomes less important. To encourage exploitation of
the region in the vicinity of a target value (or contour) it is sensible to integrate the probability density
function over the interval [T    ,T +  ],w h e r eT is the target value [32]. When exploiting a constraint
boundary, integrating over [glimit    ,glimit +  ] falsely suggests a region of feasibility in the vicinity
below the constraint limit, therefore the bottom bound should be omitted. Furthermore, integrating over
the interval [glimit,g limit +  ] rather than [glimit    ,glimit +  ] encourages the designs to be selected on
the feasible side of the constraintlimit and retains the smoothing property associatedwith the probability
of feasibility along the constraint boundary. The enhanced probability of feasibility is therefore
P[F(x)]  =
1
ˆ s
 
2 
  glimit+ 
glimit
e [(G(x) glimit) ˆ g(x)]2/(2ˆ s2)dG, (17)
where g is the constraint function, glimit is the constraint limit and, G(x)   glimit is the measure
of feasibility. Allowing g+
limit to represent glimit +   the enhanced probability of feasibility can be
expressed as
P[F(x)]  = 
 
ˆ g(x)   glimit
ˆ s(x)
 
   
 
ˆ g(x)   g+
limit
ˆ s(x)
 
, (18)
where   is the cumulative distribution function. This derivation is analogous to that found in Picheny et
al. [32].
In this formulation, the user is required to choose a value of  .F i g u r e4d e m o n s t r a t e st h ei n ﬂuence of
this parameter on a simple product constraint (see Section 5.3). A low value of   results in exploitation
of the constraint boundary prediction. At a higher value of   the enhanced probability of feasibility is
clearly more conservative and generalises towards the standard probability of feasibility as      .
This method allows the user some ﬂexibility between exploiting and exploring the constraint bound-
aries, however choosing a single value for   is not intuitive. In similar work, Ranjan and Bingham [34]
deﬁne   as a function of the prediction variance, ˆ s(x).B a s i n g  on ˆ s(x) encourages a wider interval in
regions of sparse sampling and a smaller interval where the predicted variance is small. In this study  
takes a value of 5% as suggested by Picheny et al. [32]. Since the true output range for each constraint is
unlikelyto beknown,  is taken as 5% of the known outputrange simply givenby the difference between
gmax and gmin,t h em a x i m u ma n dm i n i m u ms a m p l e dv a l u e s .T h e s ee n h a n c e dm e t h o d sa r ed e n o t e da s
E[I(x)   F(x)]5% and E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]5% respectively.
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Fig.4. Product constraint withglimit =0 .2, –sampledata.Thestandardprobabilityoffeasibility(a)P[F(x)],a n de n h a n c e d
methods (b) P[F(x)]0.01 (c) P[F(x)]0.1 (d) P[F(x)]1.
5. Test problems
5.1. Model ﬁtting and search algorithms
Building a Kriging model requires sufﬁcient hyperparameter tuning. Different tuning strategies have
beenexaminedbyToaletal.[46]. Thelighttunestrategysuggestedthereconsistsofahybridsearchusing
a 1000 evaluation GA and a 1000 evaluation DHC to maximize the concentrated likelihood function,
Eq. (7). This strategy has been adopted for hyperparameter tuning for all objective surrogates and all
constraint surrogates used in this study. The hyperparameters are tuned after the initial DoE and retuned
after every update stage.
Aswe haveseena globaloptimization is requiredto searchforeachupdatepoint. Herea heavyhybrid
search is used to maximize E[I(x)   F(x)],c o n s i s t i n go fa5000 evaluation GA and a 5000 evaluation
DHC.
AdoptingtheE[I(x)]vsP[F(x)] approachinvolvestheformulation ofaParetoset. Thenondominated
sorting GA (NSGA-II), introduce by Deb et al. [12,45], is a popular method for multiobjective optimiza-
tion. We aim to maximize the expected improvement of the objective function and the probability of
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feasibility of the constraints. As noted previously, the number of objectives evaluated by NSGA-II is
equal to the number of functions being approximated. For example, a single objective problem with two
constraints will have a surrogate model for each constraint and one for the original objective function.
This gives a multiobjective problem between three objectives, maximizing P[F(x)]1, P[F(x)]2 and
E[I(x)].I ti sa l s op o s s i b l et oc o n s i d e rab i - o b j e c t i v ea p p r o a c hw h e r ea l lt h ec o n s t r a i n t sa r el u m p e di n t o
as i n g l eo b j e c t i v e ,E[I(x)]vs
 
P[F(x)].T h i s i s u s e d i n t h e d e s i g n o f a t r a n s o n i c w i n g i n S e c t i o n 8 .
The artiﬁcial test problems encountered in this paper use NSGA-II with a population of 200 and 100
generations. For the two wing design problems a population of 400 and 200 generations is used. This
produces a highly populated Pareto set with a wide choice of update points. For a single update the
memberof the Pareto setwith the highestproductofe x p ect edi m p r o v em en tan dp r o b ab i l i t yo ff easi b i l i t y
is selected.
5.2. Comparison metrics
The performance of the inﬁll criteria can be assessed in a number of ways. Here this performance
is measured using the true sample data, the known outputs y = {y(1),y(2),...,y(d)}T and the chosen
set of inputs x(1),x(2),...,x(d),w h e r ed includes both the initial DoE and all true update samples. If
the true optimum is known, an intuitive method of comparison is to ﬁnd the absolute error between the
true optimum, y  at x ,a n dt h eb e s tf e a s i b l ep o i n ts a m p l e ds of a r ,ybest at xbest.I n r e a l e n g i n e e r i n g
designproblemsthetrueoptimumis,in general,unknownandy  shouldbereplacedwiththebestknown
feasible solution. The absolute error in the objective space in either case is then
|y    ybest| =
 
(y    ybest)
2. (19)
The performance of the inﬁll sampling criteria depends on the placement ofp o i n t si nt h ei n i t i a l
sample. In some cases, by pure luck, this initial sample may include a point close to the global
optimum, acceleratingthe search. To avoid anybias when testing, hereeachmethodusesthe sameinitial
sample. For the artiﬁcial test problems and the Nowacki beam design the results are repeated on a set
of 100 random Latin Hypercube initial samples. For the aircraft wing box and transonic wing design
problems, the methods are repeated 50 times on a set of optimized random Latin Hypercubes using the
Morris-Mitchell criterion [26].
Givenalimited evaluationbudgetthedesignerwillalsobeconcernedabouttheaccuracyandreliability
of each method. After repeating the search on a number of different initial samples the performance of
eachapproachcanberepresentedinterms ofaprobability. Thisprobabilitycharacterizestheconsistency
of each method in achieving an optimum solution within a speciﬁed accuracy. By varying the speciﬁed
accuracy this metric will demonstrate both the efﬁciency and reliability of each method in ﬁnding the
region of the global optimum and the exact global optimum. Bootstrapping, a statistical resampling
method, is applied to the sets of results to calculate the average probability and the 95% conﬁdence
intervals [7].
5.3. Constrained Branin function
Here a modiﬁed version of the Branin function is minimized, see Forrester et al. [16]. The ﬁrst
test problem is concerned with minimizing the Branin function subject to a simple inequality product
constraint,
g = x1x2 (20)
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Fig. 5. Bounded feasible space. (a) Product constraint + –g l o b a lo p t i m u m .( b )G o m e z # 3c o n s t r a i n t+ –g l o b a lo p t i m u m .
wherex1,x 2   [0,1].F o rt h ec o n s t r a i n tt ob es a t i s ﬁed,g>0.2.I nt h es e c o n dp r o b l e mt h ec o m p l e x i t yo f
theconstraintinincreased. TheconstraintfunctionisanormalizedversionoftheGomez#3function[41],
with an additional sinewave to increase modality,
g =
 
4   2.1x2
1 +
1
3
x4
1
 
x2
1 + x1x2 +
 
 4+4 x2
2
 
x2
2 +3s i n[ 6( 1  x1)] + 3sin[6(1   x2)](21)
where x1,x 2   [ 1,1].F o rt h ec o n s t r a i n tt ob es a t i s ﬁed, g>6.
The bounded feasible space and the location of the global optimum for both of these problems is
presented in Fig. 5.
The simple product constraint problem is tackled using an initial sample of 8 points and 20 updates.
ThecomplexGomez#3constraintproblemusesaninitialsamplewith10pointsand30updates. Figures6
and7showtheresultsforthesetwotestproblems. Resultsforthesimpleproductconstraintshowthereis
little statistical signiﬁcance between all the methods when ﬁnding a solution to a lower accuracy. As the
accuracy demanded of the ﬁnal optimum is increased, the enhanced methods show a clear improvement
in performance with E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]5% performing the best.
For the complex Gomez#3 constraint, it is clear the multiobjective approach signiﬁcantly outperforms
the single objective E[I(x)   F(x)] methods, however, using the enhanced probability of feasibility has
not made any signiﬁcant improvements on the performance of either method.
5.4. Sasena problem
To investigate the performance of these enhanced methods for multiple constraints a third artiﬁcial
test function is introduced. This deceptive test function, originally used by Sasena et al. [40], has two
active and one inactive constraint. Here the inactive constraint is ignored and the minimization of the
constrained problem is deﬁned as,
f =  (x1   1)2   (x2   0.5)2, (22)
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Fig. 6. Branin function subject to the product constraint. Mean probability and9 5 %c o n ﬁdence intervals of the best feasible
point being within (a) 0.1% of the true optimum value (b) 0.01% of the true optimum value.
Fig. 7. Branin function subject to the complex Gomez#3 constraint. Mean probability and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the best
feasible point being within (a) 0.1% of the true optimum value (b) 0.01% of the true optimum value.
subject to,
g1 =1 2 
 
(x1   3)2 +( x2 +2 ) 2 
e( x7
2), (23)
g2 =0 .2   (x1   0.5)2   (x2   0.5)2, (24)
where x1,x 2   [0,1],F o rt h ec o n s t r a i n t st ob es a t i s ﬁed, g1,g 2 > 0.
The bounded feasible space and the location of the global optimum for this problem is presented in
Fig. 8.
The Sasena problemis tackled using an initial sample of 10 and 30 updates. Figure 9 shows the results
for this problem. At a lower accuracy, there is little difference in the performance of E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]
and E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]5% but the enhanced method does improve the performance of E[I(x)   F(x)].
At a higher accuracy, there is little difference in the performance of E[I(x)   F(x)] and E[I(x)  
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Fig. 8. Bounded feasible space for Sasena problem. + –g l o b a lo p t i m u m .
Fig. 9. Sasena problem. Mean probability and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the best feasible point being within (a) 0.1% of the
true optimum value (b) 0.01% of the true optimum value.
F(x)]5%,h o w e v e rt h er e s u l t ss h o was i g n i ﬁcant improvement in the performance using the enhanced
approach where E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]5% is twice as reliable and much more efﬁcient that the standard
E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)] approach.
6. Nowacki beam design
Next a set of real engineering design problems are tackled. First a relatively simple example based on
adesi gnpr obl emdescr i bedbyN o w acki[ 28] .T hi si n v ol v est hedesi gnofat i p- l oadedencast r ecant i l e v er
beam with a rectangular cross-section with breadth b and height h.T h e o b j e c t i v e i s t o m i n i m i z e t h e
cross-sectional area with constraints placed on the tip deﬂection and height to breadth ratio h/b.T h e
beam has a ﬁxed length l =1 .5 mw i t hat i pl o a dF =5kN. The beam is made from a mild steel
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Table 1
Initial design parameters, constraint values, and objective value. l =1 .5ma n dA r e aA = bh
Lower limit Value Upper limit Quantity
0.005 0.0275 0.05 Breadth, m
0.02 0.135 0.25 Height, m
–0 . 0 0 4 6 0 . 0 0 5 T i p d e ﬂection   = Fl
3/(3EIY ),m
–4 . 9 1 1 0 H e i g h t t o b r e a d t h r a t i o
–0 . 0 0 3 7–C r o s s - s e c t i o n a l a r e a , m
2
Fig. 10. Bounded feasible space for Nowacki beam problem. + –g l o b a lo p t i m u m .
with yield stress  Y =2 4 0MPa and Young’s modulus E =2 1 6 .62 GPa. The design parameters and
limits are listed in Table 1. The bounded feasible design space and the location of the global optimum is
pictured in Fig. 10.
This problem uses an initial sample of 8 and has 20 further updates. Figure 11 demonstrates the
efﬁciency and reliability of each method when ﬁnding solutions to two different accuracies. When
ﬁnding a solution within 100 mm2 of the global solution, there is little to distinguish the performance
of the single and multiobjective methods, howeverthere is a clear beneﬁtw h e ne m p l o y i n gt h ee n h a n c e d
probability of feasibility. This distinct improvement is also seen when we consider a solution to a higher
accuracy. In a similar manner to the Sasena problem we also see a large improvement when using the
multiobjective approach.
7. Wing box design problem with multiple updates
Thenextengineeringdesignproblemconsiderstheoptimizationofasimpliﬁedwingboxstructure[31].
Here the optimization problem is to minimize a single weight objective with limits placed on the key
geometry variables and constraints on the structural stress and deformation. To keep this problem
manageable only a single element stress at the root of the wing box and a single node displacement at
the tip are constrained. Although this may not accurately represent the location of maximum stress and
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Fig. 11. Results from the Nowacki beam optimization showing the mean probability and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the best
feasible point being within (a) 100mm
2 of the best known solution (b) 10 mm
2 of the best known solution.
Fig. 12. Baseline wing planform and wing box
maximum deformation on every design iteration, these constraints are representativeand suitable for the
aims of this study.
The wing box model is composed of two spars, ribs and upper and lower surface skins. The front
and rear spar are positioned at 15% and 65% chord respectively. The spacing between the ribs is kept
constant to eliminate the number of ribs as a design variable. The upper and lower surface skins are
assumed to have equal thickness and the root chord is kept constant. There is also a central fuselage
mounting box composed of four ribs and two spars which is kept the same for every design iteration.
Figure12showstypicalvaluesforastraightsweeptransonicciviltransportwing. Thedesignvariables
and limits are listed in Table 2, along with values for (an infeasible) baseline wing.
The wing box structure stresses and deformation are calculated using linear elastic analysis in
ABAQUS.Anencastreboundaryconditionis placedattheboxrootandaerodynamicloadsaresimulated
by applying an elliptical pressure distribution tot h em a i nw i n gb o xw i t hat o t a lf o r c ee q u a lt o2 0 0 0 0N ,
simulating a ﬁxed lifting force.
Since this is simulating a real engineering design problem, the exact location of the true optimum is
unknown. Thebestknownfeasiblesolutionis avalueof 351.5kg identiﬁedusingthe E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]
criterion.
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Table 2
Initial design parameters, constraint values, and objective value. Root chord = 5.8 m
Lower limit Value Upper limit Quantity
10 17 20 Span, m
0.3 0.4 1T a p e r r a t i o
0 25 45 Quarter chord sweep angle, deg
0.002 0.008 0.01 Spar thickness, m
0.002 0.006 0.01 Rib thickness, m
0.002 0.003 0.01 Skin thickness, m
– 287 150 Element Von Mises stress, MPa
– 2.86 1.5 Node deﬂection, m
– 1350.2 – Wing box weight, kg
(a) (b)
Fig. 13. Results from wing box optimization showing the mean probability and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the best feasible
point being within (a) 10 kg of the best known solution (b) 1kg of the best known solution.
This problem uses an initial sample of 40 pointsb u te v a l u a t e sm u l t i p le updates at each stage.
E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)] lends itself to the selection of multiple updates due to the formation of a Pareto
set. In this method the selection of m updates is performed in a two step process. First the Pareto set is
grouped into m clusters in the design vector space using k-means clustering [2], then a single member
withthehighestproductofE[I(x)]andP[F(x)]isselectedfromeachcluster. Thisgivesmupdatepoints
whichare likely to be spreadalongthe Paretofront whilst retaining someﬂexibility if one region appears
more promising than another. Selecting multiple updates using E[I(x)   F(x)] is less straightforward.
Here the Kriging Believer strategy is used [17]. In order to ﬁnd a set of update points without evaluating
the true responses the Kriging Believer substitutest h eu n k n o w nf o rad u m m yv a l u eg i v e nb yt h ec u r r e n t
Kriging predictor. This enables a set of updates to be identiﬁed in a sequential process. In both cases
m =6updates are evaluatedin parallel at each stage for 12 update stages, totalling a further 72 updates.
Figure 13 shows the results for this wing box structure design problem. It is clear that at a low
accuracy, the enhance probability of feasibility makes little difference to thep e r f o r m a n c eo fb o t ht h e
single and multiobjective methods. As the accuracy is increased, E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]5% outperforms the
other methods, mirroring the beneﬁts also seen in the Nowacki beam problem.
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Table 3
Initial design parameters, constraint values, and objective value
Lower limit Value Upper limit Quantity
100 168 250 Wing area, m
2
69 . 0 7 1 2 A s p e c t r a t i o
0.2 0.313 0.45 Kink position
25 27.1 45 Sweep angle, deg
0.4 0.598 0.7 Inboard taper ratio
0.2 0.506 0.6 Outboard taper ratio
0.1 0.150 0.18 Root t/c
0.06 0.122 0.14 Kink t/c
0.06 0.122 0.14 Tip t/c
4.0 4.5 5.0 Tip washout, deg
0.65 0.75 0.84 Kink washout fraction
–1 2 7 9 8 4 1 3 5 0 0 0 W i n g w e i g h t , N
40.0 41.73 – Wing volume, m
3
–4 . 1 7 9 5 . 4 P i t c h - u p m a r g i n
2.5 2.693 – Undercarriage bay length, m
–3 . 1 4 5– D / q , m
2
Fig. 14. Resultsfrom wing design tool simulations. (a) Mean probability and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the minimum feasible
D/q being within 0.01 of the best known solution. (b) Mean probability and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the minimum feasible
D/q being within 0.005 of the best known solution.
8. Aircraft wing design problem
As pointed out earlier, there are inherent problems when solving multiobjective problems with
more than four objectives. This limits the use of E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)] for heavily constrained prob-
lems. It is possible to simplify such searches by reducing the problem to only two objectives using
E[I(x)]vs
 
P[F(x)].A l t h o u g ht h i sa p p r o a c hl o o s e sa n yb e n e ﬁts of dealing with each constraint sepa-
rately, it makes the multiobjective method more tractable when dealing with multiple constraints. Here
this approach is used to tackle a problem dominated by constraints.
In this case study the aircraft performance is computed using a lightweight version of a former Airbus
conceptual design tool [10]. The optimization problem is simpliﬁed to a single low wing drag objective
and limits are placed on key geometry variables and constraints exist on the wing weight, fuel tank
volume, pitch-up margin and undercarriage bay length. Overall aircraft weight is adjusted to allow for
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wing strength by a wing weight and sizing analysis. Table 3 shows typical values, and limits, for a
transonic civil transport wing with 11 design variables. The table also includes the low drag objective
and constraint function values calculated using the wing design tool.
For this problem the best feasible solution known is D/q = 2.758 m2,a tap o i n tw h e r ea l lf o u r
constraints are active. An initial sample of 110 points is used with a further 60 single updates.
Figure 14 shows that at a low accuracy the enhanced method in fact hinders the performance of
E[I(x)]vs
 
P[F(x)],h o w e v e ra tah i g h e ra c c u r a c yE[I(x)]vs
 
P[F(x)] and E[I(x)]vs
 
P[F(x)]5%
share a very similar performance. Although the enhanced approach does not improve the performance,
thereisaclearindicationthatthelumpedmultiobjectiveapproachcanstilloutperformthesingleobjective
method.
9. Conclusions
This study compares single and multiobjective approaches to dealing with constraints in surrogate-
basedoptimization. Byavoidinganyaggregationoftheobjectiveimprovementandconstraintsatisfaction
themultiobjectiveapproachE[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]outperformsthesingleobjectiveapproachE[I(x) F(x)]
in every problem tested when ﬁnding a solution to a high accuracy.
To encourage the development oft h ec o n s t r a i n tb o u n d a r i e s ,a ne n h a nced probability of feasibility is
introduced. Thisenhancementexploitsregionsin closeproximity to constraintboundaries. Performance
gainsare seenon four out of the six problems tackled, where E[I(x)]vsP[F(x)]5% outperforms all other
methods when ﬁnding a solution to a high accuracy.
Further work is required to examine the full potential of these enhanced methods and further investi-
gation into the correct value of the constraint width exploitation parameter   and extension to equality
constraints will prove beneﬁcial.
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